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THEl AGE OF THE KOCKATEA SHALE (LOVlER TRIASSIC), PERTH BASIN -

A REASSESSHENT 

by 

R.A. McTavish & J.M. Dickins1 

ABSTRACT 

New evidence for the age of Subinyoites kashmiricus, combined 

with that of Claraia stachei and Discophiceras sp. cf. E,. subkyokticum, 

has called for a revision in age of the Scythian (Lower Triassic) macrofauna 

from the Kockatea Shale of Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore. The fauna is now 

regarded as of 2cythian (Griesbachian to Smithian) age. Combination of this 

dating with additional palaeontological evidence from the Perth and Carnarv0n 

Basins: , (i) indicat&s that the base of the Kockatea Shale is markedly 

different in age in Beagle Ridge (BMR No. 10) Bore, Dongara No. 4 and in 

.outcrop at lVIount Minchin and Sugarloaf Hill; (ii) suggests that the Loyrer 

Triassic sea was most extensive during the Smithian in the Perth Basin; 

and (iii) confirms that most of the Locker Shale is younger than the Kockatea 

Shale. 

1 Published with the permission of the Director, Bureau of Mineral Resources, 

Canberra. 



INTRODUCTION 

Marine Triassic macrofossils in Australia were first recorded by 

Dickins, McTavish, & Balme(1961). They were collected from cores taken 

betl-leen 733 and 979 m in the K:ockatea Shale of Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore 

(Fig. 1). When this small collection of invertebrate macrofossils was 

described in more detail (Dickins & McTavish, 1963) it was referred to the 

Otoceratan (Lower Scythian) (Table I, which is based on Table II of Tozer 

(1965), and compares stratigraphical subdivisions of the Lower Triassic 

used in this paper). Skl'Tarko & Kummel (in press) have expressed some doubt 

about the age of the fauna from the Beagle"Ridge (BMR 10) Bore. 

Glenister & Furnish (1961, p. 689) recorded an ophiceratid ammonoid 

wi th a small conodont fauna and rich microflo~('a from 448 m in the Geraldton 

Racecpurse Bore and regarded it as Dzhulfian or early Scythian in age. 

Palynological evidence (Balme, 1963) from a sample 1.5 m above the ammonoid 

suggests that it is of Early Triassic age. 

Shortly after, ,the Beagle Ridge fauna was described, Edgell (1964) 

reported on a collection of ammonoid impressions from the outcrop of the 

Minchin Siltstone (= Kockatea Shale, according to 1>1ciVhae, Playford, Lindner, 

'Glenister, & Balme, 1958) at Mount Minchin in the northernmost part of the 

Perth Basin and proposed an Owenitan age for the collection. This dating 

of Kockatea Shale was not acceptecl_ as readily as that of Dickins & Jl1cTavish 

(1963) by Balme (1969a, 1969b). HOvlever, the identification by 

Professor B. Kummel of Anasibirites in a better-preserved collection of 

ammonites, dated as Owenitan, from the Kockatea Shale of the same area 

(Karajas, 1969; Skwarko & Kummel, in press) supports Edgell's age estimate. 

Conodonts recently recovered from an ammonoid-bearing core 

(Core 1, 1661-1669 m, Dongara No. '4) have been dated as Dienerian (l1cTavish, 

in press)~ On the basis of ammonites, Skwarko & Rummel (in press) suggest 

correlation of Core 1 with the 'Ceratite Marl' of the Salt Range, and Core 2 

(1669-1677.5 m) with the 'Lovler Ceratite Limestone', i~dicating a similar 

age to the conodonts. 
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'l'able I. Correlation of Subdivisions of Lmver Triassic 

Series used in this paper. (Based on Tozer, 1965, 

table II) •. 
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In recent years several works bearing on the dating of the 

Kockatea Shale by its inver~ebrate macrofauna have appeared. This paper 

applies the results of these works t.o the dating of the Kockatea Shale, 

especially as it is represented in the Beagle Ridge. (BMR 10) Bore, and 

considers briefly the palaeogeographical implications of the new agr 

interpretations. 

As sequences of late Permian and early T~iassic age 

in most parts of Australia, the description of early Triassic marine 

invertebrates and plant micro-fossils (Bal~e .1963) in the same section of 

Kockatea Shale, and the age of the Kockatea Shale, have become important 

for relating late Permian and early Triassic sequences in Australia to those 

from other parts of the world. 

THE INVERTEBRATE MACROFAUNA OF BEAGLE RIDGE (BMR. 10) BORE 

The Lower Triassic invertebrate macrofauna from Beagle Ridge 

(BMR 10) Bore was described by Dickins & McTavish (1963). Rare specimens 

referred to some of the taxa described have been found in cores from the 

Triassic of some deep wells drilled subsequently in the northern part of 

the Perth Basin. 

For the purposes of this paper the identifications by Dickins & 

McTavish (1963) have been accepted as still valid. Although the species 

identified occur elsewhere than the Beagle Ridge(BMR 10) Bore in the Perth 

Basin, their ·presence in this well (recorded on Fig. 2) provides an adequate 

basis for discussion. 

The most important species for age determination in the Beagle 

Ridge (m-m 10) Triassic fauna are Ophiceras (..!1h.scophiceras) sp. cf. Q. (22.) 

subkyokticUT!l (Spath), Supinyoites kashmiricu8 (Diener), and Claraia stachei 

Bittner. The biostratigraphical implications of these species will be 

discussed below. 
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RANGES OF KEY SPECIES 

Claraia stachei Bittner 

The range of Claraia stachei B~ttner has been considered previously 

by several authors (e.g. Tozer 1967, 1969, 1971; Silberling & Tozer 1968; 

. Nakazawa et al., 1970). Unequivocal records of the species indicate that 

it is of Griesbachian age. However, Silberling (1912, pers. corom.) reported 

that £. stachei occurs at one locality in Nevada both below and with ammonites 

that he I ••• v,ould have to call lower Dienerian l • Tozer (1971, p. 1015), 

on the other hand, has suggested that the upper Dienerian record of 

C. stachei by Vavilov (1968) is due to incorrect identification of a species 

'. •• related to 'Pseudomonotis' venetiana (Hauer)',. which occurs in the upp~r 

Dienerian of Ellesmere Land. The reported range of £. stachei as high. as the 

Smithian Meekoceras gracilitatis Zone in southeastern Idaho (Ciriacks, 1963) 

' ••• requires further verification' according to Silberling & Tozer (1968). 

The occurrence of Claraia stachei in the Guryul Ravine section 

described by Teichert, Kummel, & Kapoor (1970) and Nakazawa et ale (1970) is 

critical to the interpretation of the lower limit of the range of Q. stache}~ 

Tozer (1971, 1972) has suggested that, in this section, Q. stachei might 

extend into the Permian or the identification of Q. stachei might be incorrect. 

The stratigraphical interpretation of the Guryul Ravine section by 

Nakazawa et ale (1970) is not in conflict with correct identification of 

Claraia stachei and its previously established range. Claraia stachei ranges 

from Bed 48 to Bed 52. Permian fossils have been found with C. stachei 

through its range in this section. This association vlaS interpreted as a 

mixed Permian-Early Triassic fauna by Nakazawa et ale (1970) and Teichert 

et ale (1970). The Permian species were considered in both papers to be 

Permian 'survivors' rather than specimens reworked into the Triassic. 

However, the imperfect preservation of the Permian species figured by 
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Nakazawa et al. (1970) is not inconsistent with possible reworking. The 

lowest occurrence of Otoceras is in Bed 52, and Tozer (1971) took this bed 

to mark the base of the Triassic in the Guryul Ravine section. Thus, 

underlying beds, in which Claraia stachei was the dominant species (Beds 

I 48-51), were referred to the Permian. 
I 

Lithological evidence has an importrolt role in the interprrtation 

of the biostratigraphy of the Guryul Ravine section. The unit of cq'ntention, 
I 

which comprises Beds 47-51, is much closer lithologically, and therefore 

genetically, to the Lower Triassic sequence, ~d Beds 63-69 in particular, 

than to any part of the Zewan Series as figured by Nakazawa et al. (1970), 

Teichert et al. (1970), Sweet (1970), and Kapoor (1972). Nakazawa et al. 

(1970, p. 165) considered that the sequence was cvnformable and there 

was no sign of a hiatus. However, the marked change in lithological 

character from Bed 46b of the Upper Permian Zewan Series to the basal unit 
. 

of the Lower Triassic beds (Beds 47-51) and the sandy nature of the shales 

of the Lower Triassic unit are not inconsistent with a stratigraphic 

discontinuity at the Permian-Triassic boundary. Kummel & Teichert (1970) 

interpreted the Permian-Triassic contact of the Salt Range and Trans-Indus 

Ranges similarly when they suggested that the contact waS a paraconformity 

representing a gap of a stage or more. 

Environmental factors may have delayed the entry of species of 

Otoceras in the Guryul Ravine.section, where representatives of Otoceras 

"..Jere found only in the Lower Triass~c unit contained by Beds 52-60. This 

unit, about 8 m thick, consists of flaggy shale and minor intercalated thin 

beds of limestone, with a bed of limestone, 60 cm thick, at the top. The 

ranges of Claraia stachei and Claraia spp. indo span the lower and upper 

boundaries respectively of this unit. As it is only near the boundaries of 

the unit of flaggy shale (Beds 52-60) that species of Claraia and Otoceras 

,-/ere found together in Guryul Ravine, it can be inferred that representatives 

of Claraia and ,9toceras tended to be mutually exclusive except at their 

boundary of common environmental tolerance. 
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In their comparison of Otoceras clivei with O. concavUffi, which is 

the index species for the lowermost ammonoid zone of the LOv,er Triassic of 

Canada (Tozer 1967), Nakaza·tla- et. ale (1970) considered, vlith good reason, 

that O. clivei was the more advanced species and occurred (p. 167) 

' ••• at a nearly equivalent level to o. boreale or o. woodwardi'. If the 

influence of environmental tolerances of'Clexaia and Otoceras expressed in 

the preceding paragraph and the biostratigraphical interpretations evoked 

for Otoceras clivei are correct, then Otoceras concavum or a ·closely similar 

species of Otoceras could be expected in ~eds equivalent to Beds 47-51 of 

the Guryul Ravine section deposited in a more favourable environment. 

In summary, a Griesbachian and, probably, basal Dienerian range 

seem~ most likely for Claraia stachei. Age interpretations for Claraia 

stachei outside this range may be due to errors of identification or of 

stratigraphical interpretation. 

Ophiceras (Discophiceras) sp. cf. O. (~.) subkyokticum (Spath) 

Tozer (1971) has interpreted a Griesbachian to Dienerian range for 

Discophiceras. More precise documentation by Tozer (1967) indicates that 

species of Discophiceras range from the upper Griesbachian Ophiceras commune 

Zone to the Proptychites candidus Zone of the lower part of the Dienerian. 

The first description of Ophiceras (Discophiceras) subkyokticum 

by Spath (1935) was based on material from the upper Ophiceras beds of East 

Greenland. These beds have been selected by Tozer (1967, p. 16; see also 

Silberling & Tozer, 1968) to be the stratotype of the Ophiceras commune 

Zone, which has been dated consistently (Tozer 1961, 1971; Silberling & 

Tozer 1968) as upper Griesbachian. Ophiceras (Discophiceras) subkyokticum 

has been recorded (Nevrell & Kummel, 1941, 1942, Kummel, 1954) also from 

the lower part of the DimlOody Formation of Idaho, I-lyoming, and Montana, 

USA. Kummel (1954) remarked on the similarity of the ammonoid faunas from 
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the lower Dinwoody Formation, which contains Q. (Discophiceras) subkyokticum, 

and the 'Ophiceras' beds of East Greenland. Silberling & Tozer (1968) 

dated the lower Dinwoody Formation as upper Griesbachian. 

Subinyoites kashmiricus (Diener) 

When ~. kashmiricus was first' described from the Perth Basin 

(Dickins & McTavish, 1963) its occurrence in cores 26 (733-736 m) and 

28 (797-800 m) of Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore was dated as Otoceratan. This 

dating ... ,as base<\ on Diener's (1913) interpretation of the age and stratigraphical 

position of the loose blocks which form the type locality of ~. kashmiricus 

in the Pastannah area of Kashmir. Bion (1914) was the first to suggest that 

Diener's interpretation of the stratigraphic position of the Pastannah or 

'Ophiceras' fauna, as the collection which contained S. kashmiricus has come 

to be kno ... m, was incorrect. 

Kummel (1970), on a brief visit in 1968, tried to determine the 

precise stratigraphical position of the '.Qphiceras' fauna, but he was 

unsuccessful because of the dense vegetation and poor outcrop of the Pastannah 

area. He concluded (Kummel, 1970, p. 181): 'If the Pastannah fauna is not 

exactly synchronous with the Ophiceras beds of Spiti, it appears to be a 

transitional fauna to the next higher zone'. 

At about the same time, Tozer (1969, 1971) was proposing a 

Smithian age for the Pastannah fauna on the basis of his interpretation of 

the ammonoid collection and the recognition of a left valve of 'Pseudomonotis' 

himaica Bittner attached to a specimen of 'Ophiceras ptychodes Diener' in the 

collection. 

Recent detailed mapping of the Pastannah (= Pastun), Kashmir 

area (Kapoor m.s., 1972) indicates that the stratigraphical position of thE: 

'Ophiceras' fauna appears to be the same as that of the Heekoceras Zone of 

the Guryul Ravine. 



Table II. Oc~urrence and age of key invertebrate species of the 

Kockatea Shale of Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore. 

SPECIES 

Subinyoites kashmiricus(Diener) 

Ophiceras (Discophiceras) sp. cf. 

Q. (~.) subkyokticum (Spath) 

Claraia stachei Bittner 

OCCURRENCE 

Core 26 (733-7~6 m) 

Core 28 {797-800 m) 

Core 30 (854-857 m) 

Cores 34 and 35 (973-979.5 m) 

AGE 

Smithian 

upper Griesbachian 

.. 

lower Griesbachian 
~ 
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Additional evidence indicative of the age of ~. kasluniricus 

comes from Afghanistan. Kummel & Erben (1968, p. 113, Pl. 20, Figs. 16, 17) 

identified an imperfectly preserved ammonoid from the Smithian (='Owenites 

zone) of Afghanistan as Subinyoites cf. kasluniricus. 

On the basis of the record from Afghanistan and the deterrination 

of the age and stratigraphical position of the 'Ophiceras' fauna of 

a Smi thian age seems most lik~lY for Subinyoi tes kashmirLus. Pastannah, 
I 

SUNMARY OF DATING 

The Lower Triassic Kockatea Shale was penetrated from 610 m to 

1006 m in Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore (McTavish, 1965). The key species 

discussed were recovered from the lower 270 m of the Kockatea Shale. The 

precise positions of the key fossils in Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore and their 

age indications are listed in Table II, which shows that the lower 270 m 

of Kockatea Shale in Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore ranges in age from 

Griesbachian to Smithian. 

The lower Griesbachian age for Cores 34 and 35 is favoured on the 

basis of the stratigEaphical position of Claraia stachei relative to the 

base of the Kockatea Shale and to the occurrence of Q. (Discophiceras) sp. 

cf. Q. (~.) subkyokticum. 

The upper 125 m of the Kockatea Shale, above core 26, in Beagle 

Ridge (Br1R 10) Bore has not been precisely dated.· Balme (1969b) has placed 

the upper boundary of the Kockatea Shale at the Smithian/Spathian boundary, 

but with some resel~ation. In view of the dating of core 26 as Smithian, 

the apparent rate of deposition of the Kockatea Shale in Beagle Ridge 

(BMR 10) Bore, and the thiclmess of Kockatea Shale above core 26, the 

age of the Kockatea Shale may extend into the Spathian. 
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• PALAEOGEOGRAPHICAL AND STRATIGRAPHICAL RESULTS 

(i) Comparison of evidence from the Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Borer 

Dongara No.4, and outcrop at the Mount Minchin-Sugarloaf Hill locality 

seems to indicate that the base of the Kockatea Shale, as currently 

recognized, is of markedly different age at each locality. 

A Griesbachian, probably lower Griesbachian, age has been 

demonstrated for the lowermost cores (cores 34 and }5) in the Kockatea Shale 

of Beagle Ridge (BMIt 10) Bore. These cores were taken between about 25 and 

30 m above the base of the Kockatea Shale 0see Dickins & McTavish, 1963). 

Core }O, about 150 m above the base, was dated (Table II) as upper Griesbachian. 

A conodont fauna from 1719-1719.5 m, in ammonoid-bearing Core 1, 

Donga~a No.4, has been dated as Dienerian (McTavish, in press). It was 

collected about 20 m above the base of the Kockatea Shale in Dongara No.4. 

Karajas (1969) collected an ammonoid fauna from the Kockatea Shale 

of the Mount Minchin-Sugarloaf Hill outcrop area about 180 km north-north-west 

of Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore. Kummel (in Karajas, 1969) identified 

Anasibirites in the collection, which he dated as Owenitan (= Smithian of 

Table I). The dating confirms that of Edgell (1964) for his collection of 

ammonoids from the Mount Minchin locality. Karajas (1969) indicated that 

the ammonoids of the Mount Minchin-Sugarloaf Hill locality are most abundant 

in Unit D and occur sporadically through Unit E of the Kockatea Shale; 

Unit D, a bed about 1 m thick, is about 5-6 m above the base of the Triassic 

section. 

(ii) The combination of palaeontological evidence from the Kockatea 

Shale of Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore, Dongara No.4, and outcrop in the 

Mount Minchin - Sugarloaf Hill area strongly suggests that the Lower 

Tirassic sea was most extensive in the Smithian in the Perth Basin. 
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Kockatea Shale persists for about 125 m above Core 26, the 

uppermost ammonoid-bearing core in the Kockatea Shale of the Beagle Ridge 

(BMR 10) Bore, but lithological, palaeontological, and stratigraphical 

evidence (Dickins & McTavish 1963; Balme, 1963; McTavish 1965) collectiyely 

indicates that in the area of the Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore the Loter 

Triassic transgression persisted from the Griesbachian to the Smithtan. 

The deposits of the Kockatea Shale above Core 26 can be interpreted! as 

deposi ts of the initial stage of a regression ,.hich began in the Smi thian, 

probably late Smithian, and led to the accumulation of Middle and Upper 

Triassic continental sediments in the Perth Basin. 

Conodont evidence from the LOv/er Triassic of the Carnarvon Basin . 

. (McTavish, in press) similarly records that the Lower Triassic transgression 

was at its maximum in the Smithian. However, the transgression appears to 

have begun in the Dienerian in the Carnarvon Basin and to have persisted 

into the Spathian or possibly early Anisian. Differences in the duration of 

the Lower Triassic transgression in the Perth and Carnarvon Basins may 

depend greatly on the relative positions of the sections investigated, and 

on local tectonic history during deposition. 

Kummel & Steele (1962,. p. 641) claimed: 'of all the Scythian 

ammonoid zones, that of Meekoceras ~racilitatus or its equivalents are most 

,.idely represented'. Silberling & Tozer (1968, pI. I), who have interpreted 

the Meekocera~ gracilitatus Zone asSmithian, considered the Anasibirites 

beds as younger than the Ei. gracilitatus Zone, and added (p. 30): 

' ••• but they are regarded as not yet adequately differentiated from it 

ei ther faunally or stratigraphically to qualify as a distinct zone'. 

Kummel & Steele's (1962) observation, quoted above, suggests 

most strongly that, worldwide, Lower Triassic seas '-/ere most extensive in 

the Smithian. The Western Australian evidence of Lower, Triassic transgression 

is consistent with this inference. Additional Australian support is 
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provided by a Lower Triassic ammonoid fauna from the Traveston Formation, 

Woondum, Queensland, which has been referred to the Meekoceras gracilitat\J.s 

Zone by Runnegar (1969). This is th~ only precisely dated Triassic ammonoid 

fauna found to date in eastern Australia, but Runnegar (1969, p. 819) 

believes that a poorly preserved ammonoid found with marine biValVej in the 

BrooweenaFormation of the Gympie Basin, Queensland, appears to be mrre or 

less contemporaneous and possibly related to the same transgressio~ in the 

Gympie Basin. 

(iii) Balme (1969a) suggeste.d thg:tt .the Locker Shale of the 

Carnarvon Basin was lin the main I younger than the Kockatea Shale, and 

added (p. 70): IThis implies that strata correlating with the lower Scythian 

are missing in the Onslow and Exmouth basinsl. New palaeontological 

evidence supports Balmels interpretations and permits a more precise age 

comparison of the Lower Triassic sections of the Perth and Carnarvon Basins; 

the Onslow and Exmouth Basins of Balme (1969a) are parts of the Carnarvon 

Bal,dn •. 

Although direct correlation of the Early Triassic faunas of the 

Perth and Carnarvon Basins is limited at present to the Dienerian cono'donts 

(see McTavish, in press) the ability to refer both the molluscan fauna of 

the Perth Basin and the conodont fauna of the Carnarvon Basin to a common 

international scale for the Early Triassic has made fairly precise regional 

correlation of Lower Triassic strata possible. In this paper, the Kockatea 

Shale is regarded as Griesbachian to Smithian in age, but it may extend 

into the Spathian. 

Complete sequences of the Locker Shale have been penetrated 

rarely. In one of these, the type section of the Locker Shale in Onslow 

No.1 (1603-2088 m), a small conodont fauna of Smithian age is present 

(McTavish, in press) in a sample of ditch cuttings from the basal 15 m . 
of the Locker Shale. AdditionaJ stratigraphical evidence and correlation 

of conodont faunas (McTavish, in press) fr'om sections in ",hich the upper 
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part of the Locker Shale is missing strongly suggest that the greater 

part of the I,ocker Shale is of Spathian or younger age. 

No evidence for a pre-Dienerian age of any Locker Shale is 

available. In contrast, a Griesbachian age can be demonstrated for the 

basal 150 m of Beagle Ridge (BMR 10) Bore. Although new palaeontological 

evidence supports Balme' s (1969a) inference that Lo,.,er Scythian strata 

are missing in the northern part of the Carnarvon Basin, the possibility 

remains that beds of this age exist in parts of the Carnarvon Basin which 

were topographic~lly lower' during the Triassic than areas in which, the Lower 

Triassic has been penetrated to date. 
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